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PREFACE 

This report documents elements of RAND's analysis on how to 
strengthen the United States Special Operations Command's 
(USSOCOM's) resource allocation and management processes. It 
discusses the application of RAND's decision support framework 
(called strategy-to-tasks) to USSOCOM's resource allocation and 
management processes, as well as the functional and organizational 
implications of the recommended process. 

The initial research on this topic was part of the "Special Operations 
Force Development Study" project in the Strategy and Doctrine 
Program of RAND's Arroyo Center. That research, in the summer of 
1991, was undertaken in part to improve USSOCOM and the Army's 
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) performance 
in regard to the Army's Special Operations Forces. The work took 
place in the Army Research Division. 

Following the initial research that surveyed PPBS practices, outlined 
the strategy-to-tasks framework, and drew some organizational im- 
plications, RAND recommended that the work be transferred from 
RAND's Arroyo Center to its National Defense Research Institute 
(NDRI), which oversees the research for the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, the Joint Staff, and the defense agencies. The Army's por- 
tions of the tasks had been completed and the focus was to shift 
entirely to SOCOM. The project was transferred to NDRI's Inter- 
national Security and Defense Policy Center in May 1992. 

The ensuing work has focused on further fleshing out the strategy-to- 
tasks framework and the organizational recommendations. Subse- 
quent work, not contained in this report, considers the imple- 
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mentation of the framework and the organizational recommenda- 
tions. 

THE ARROYO CENTER 

The Arroyo Center is the U.S. Army's federally funded research and 
development center (FFRDC) for studies and analysis operated by 
RAND. The Arroyo Center provides the Army with objective, inde- 
pendent analytic research on major policy and organizational con- 
cerns, emphasizing mid- and long-term problems. Its research is 
carried out in four programs: Strategy and Doctrine, Force De- 
velopment and Technology, Military Logistics, and Manpower and 
Training. 

Army Regulation 5-21 contains basic policy for the conduct of the 
Arroyo Center. The Army provides continuing guidance and over- 
sight through the Arroyo Center Policy Committee (ACPC), which is 
co-chaired by the Vice Chief of Staff and by the Assistant Secretary 
for Research, Development and Acquisition. Arroyo Center work is 
performed under contract MDA903-91-C-0006. 

The Arroyo Center is housed in RAND's Army Research Division. 
RAND is a private, nonprofit institution that conducts analytic re- 
search on a wide range of public policy matters affecting the nation's 
security and welfare. 

Jim Quinlivan is Vice President for the Army Research Division and 
Director of the Arroyo Center. Those interested in further informa- 
tion about the Arroyo Center should contact his office directly: 

James Quinlivan 
RAND 
1700 Main Street 
P.O. Box 2138 
Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138 

NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Part of this work was also performed within the International 
Security and Defense Strategy Program of RAND's National Defense 
Research Institute, also a federally funded research and development 
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center sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint 
Staff, and the defense agencies. Comments on this work can be di- 
rected to Dr. Charles Kelley, Director of the International Security 
and Defense Policy Center. 
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SUMMARY 

This report examines how the U.S. Special Operations Command 
(USSOCOM) might improve its resource allocation and management 
process within the structure of the Department of Defense's (DoD's) 
larger Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). 

USSOCOM AND THE DOD RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
PROCESS 

USSOCOM is unique among U.S. military commands in the way its 
resources are allocated. It behaves like a service instead of a com- 
mand. Like the services, it has the authority and responsibility to 
construct a major force program (USSOCOM's program is MFP-11) 
for the Secretary of Defense to review and include in DoD's budget. 
The goals and details of the program are submitted in the Program 
Objective Memorandum (POM). USSOCOM's commander must 
therefore participate in the decisionmaking process within which all 
DoD resource decisions are made. This process is the Planning, 
Programming, and Budgeting System. 

For USSOCOM to participate effectively in the PPBS, its resource 
management process must adhere to the structure and schedule 
contained in the PPBS. Furthermore, this process must be efficient 
and credible in the eyes of those organizations that make resource 
funding decisions—the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Congress. However, USSOCOM's resource 
management must also accommodate the unique aspects of the 
USSOCOM program, which provides capabilities to the warfighting 
Commanders-in-Chief   (CINCs).      Because   of  this   complexity, 
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USSOCOM concluded that its current process did not sufficiently 
address the demands of the PPBS process or meet the standards now 
being set by DoD and Congress. RAND was asked to examine 
USSOCOM's resource management and identify areas for improve- 
ment. 

We did this through looking at PPBS practices and assessing how 
USSOCOM was performing certain key PPBS functions—generating 
options, performing trade-off analyses, and identifying key issues 
over time. We concluded that USSOCOM often only partially per- 
formed some of these functions or did not perform them. 

LINKING USSOCOM GOALS, OPERATIONS, AND 
RESOURCES 

Our analysis identified two requirements for improving USSOCOM 
resource management: (1) a top-to-bottom linkage of Special 
Operations Forces (SOF) programs that connects high-level national 
security goals with SOF missions, operations, and resources, and (2) 
a more structured resource management process that uses these top- 
to-bottom linkages to clarify the resource issues (the process would 
include analytic tool support and linked databases) and to involve 
the components in the resource debate. 

We next built a framework for supporting resource management de- 
cisions that would meet these requirements. We adapted a frame- 
work, drawn from prior RAND research, known as "strategy-to- 
tasks." The framework is intended to provide decisionmakers with 
an end-to-end concept of operations and to link resource decisions 
from national security strategy down to tasks. The framework shown 
in Figure S.l demonstrates the relationships of strategies down to 
tasks and resources (at the most elemental level, resources are actual 
programs, labeled Special Operations Decision Packages [SODPs]), 
and resources through tasks through strategies, based on a hierarchy 
of linkages. At the core of the framework are operational concepts 
that form the links between force development and acquisition pro- 
grams. An operational concept defines how a task will be performed 
and identifies the resources required to perform a task—personnel, 
equipment, and support. 
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Figure S.l—Strategy-to-Tasks Framework Adapted to USSOCOM 

As we have applied it, the framework is designed to assist the com- 
mand in the development of its POM. It is not a replacement for the 
command's internal resource allocation process; rather, its imple- 
mentation would improve the command's responsiveness in all 
phases of resource allocation and would ultimately enhance the 
POM-development process. While an adherence to the proposed 
framework does not provide a panacea for all of the difficulties en- 
countered in the development of the POM, it does address several of 
the issues that USSOCOM (and its components) raised with RAND at 
the outset of this work. 

The framework also furnishes a shared context for the various partic- 
ipants in the USSOCOM-POM process. It promotes a clear under- 
standing of the top-down planning process, which in turn fosters 
long-term continuity in the future planning, programming, and exe- 
cution of the SOF resource allocation process. The framework also 
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provides an audit trail from national security and military strategies 
through operational concepts to force elements. 

The framework furthermore provides a systematic approach for de- 
termining and managing USSOCOM's resources. This enables the 
CINC to set "real" priorities and to understand trade-offs in the near, 
mid, and long term. This knowledge is important because the pro- 
cess now requires that one justify not only the programs that the 
command wishes to fund, but also those that it does not wish to 
fund. 

CHANGES TO USSOCOM ALIGNMENTS AND RESOURCE 
ALLOCATION PROCESSES IMPLIED BY THE 
STRATEGY-TO-TASKS FRAMEWORK 

In applying the framework, we noted possible improvements 
USSOCOM should consider in its resource management process and 
in its functional and organizational alignments. 

The basic resource management issue for USSOCOM's PPBS activi- 
ties can be viewed as a problem of integrating the demand for re- 
sources (i.e., requirements for accomplishing operational and em- 
ployment tasks, as linked by our framework to higher-level military 
and national security goals) with the supply (i.e., available resources 
for accomplishing tasks). 

This view of resource management can be overlaid onto the basic 
strategy-to-tasks framework, as shown in Figure S.2. 

For the purposes of planning, programming, and budgeting, the up- 
per levels of the hierarchy can be viewed as unfunded resource de- 
mands. The lower levels of the hierarchy show available resources. 
Between, at the level of SOF operational tasks and force elements, 
supply and demand are integrated. By this, we mean that trade-offs 
among alternative force options for accomplishing specific tasks can 
be generated and assessed. Based on this scheme, our main recom- 
mendation involved strengthening the integrator function. The inte- 
grator would function as a gatekeeper by providing alternatives and 
options for decisionmakers. The integrator is ultimately responsible 
for developing a balanced program by reconciling requirements 
(demand) and available resources (supply). 
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Figure S.2—Strategy-to-Tasks Framework with PPBS Framework 

We then proposed a realignment of USSOCOM staff functions in ac- 
cord with this concept of resource management. Our proposed re- 
alignment has several features that we think are critical to 
USSOCOM. It preserves the participatory nature of the command, 
but allows a structured and disciplined dialogue among the partici- 
pants. This is essential to an organization like USSOCOM, whose as- 
sets reside primarily in the components but are allocated through the 
headquarters. We believe that this alignment will facilitate interac- 
tion between all of the major participants in the USSOCOM resource 
allocation and management process. 

This recommended realignment also provides the command with 
the ability to anticipate Office of the Secretary of Defense guidance 
and change, which is essential in developing a responsive program. 
It facilitates ongoing program development of strategies, options, 
and alternatives, rather than "gearing up" for a biennial program. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH 

This report documents RAND's recommendations for improving the 
U.S. Special Operations Command's (USSOCOM's) resource man- 
agement process. We present a resource management framework 
based on force planning concepts developed at RAND and tailored to 
the special needs of USSOCOM. The framework is intended to make 
planning, programming, and budgeting more rational and more 
credible by linking high-level strategic goals to tasks performed by 
USSOCOM. This linkage is intended to help USSOCOM participate 
more effectively in the Department of Defense's (DoD's) overall 
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). Based on 
this framework, we also recommend changes to USSOCOM's internal 
resource management process and to the functional and organi- 
zational structures that support it. 

BACKGROUND: THE PPBS 

The PPBS is DoD's primary system for planning and managing de- 
fense resources. It links the overall national security strategy to 
specific programs. It was designed to facilitate fiscally constrained 
planning, programming, and budgeting in terms of complete pro- 
grams (i.e., forces and systems), rather than through artificial budget 
categories.1   The goal is to determine force system and program 

lrThis discussion is based on previous RAND work. See Leslie Lewis, C. Robert Roll, 
and John D. Mayer, Assessing the Structure and Mix of Future Active and Reserve Forces: 
Assessment of Policies and Practices for Implementing the Total Force Policy, RAND, 
MR-133-OSD, December 1992. 
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costs; the PPBS is designed to elicit options and provide for an evalu- 
ation of these options in terms of costs and benefits. The output of 
the process, the defense program, is the official record of major re- 
source allocation decisions made by the Secretary of Defense 
(SECDEF). 

The PPBS is one of the SECDEF's key management tools. The pro- 
cess provides the SECDEF with the means to set and control the de- 
partment's agenda. The goal is to frame issues in national, rather 
than service-specific, terms. The process, which includes documen- 
tation and databases, is supposed to capture all important decisions 
affecting current and future defense budgets. 

The process is not supposed to be linear, either during a phase or 
from one phase to the next. Rather than being a "lock step" system, 
it is designed to be highly interactive. The PPBS provides the forum 
for both the informal and formal debate of the issues and options at 
all levels of the DoD. To prepare for the formal debates, the deci- 
sionmakers and their staffs must interact with one another on an in- 
formal basis to share information, develop options, and even define a 
particular participant's strategy in the debate for resources. 

There is a hierarchy to the PPBS (see Figure 1). The planning phase 
starts with broad decisions involving the senior decisionmakers in 
DoD and progresses to the budgeting phase, where prior decisions 
are reviewed in detail to determine how they can best be imple- 
mented. 

Figure 2 shows the key PPBS events as they have existed since the 
implementation in 1986 of a two-year budget cycle. In practice, 
Congress has generally appropriated funds on an annual basis, and 
therefore the internal DoD process has had to compromise with the 
demands of producing a budget submission every year. From an 
external perspective, this behavior could look like the one-year cycle 
that existed before 1986. 

Planning Phase 

A new PPBS cycle begins immediately after the budget is submitted 
to Congress. During the planning phase, whose horizon may extend 
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15 years into the future, the existing military posture of the United 
States is assessed against various concerns, including national se- 
curity objectives and resource limitations, available military strate- 
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The output of the process is the strategic plan for developing and 
employing future forces. This plan is defined in the SECDEF's 
Defense Planning Guidance (DPG), which may be published in the 
fall or early winter. The DPG contains the SECDEF's top-level guid- 
ance for producing the defense program. It is responsive to the 
President's national security strategy, from which the national mili- 
tary strategy and fiscal guidance are derived, as set out by the Presi- 
dent through the National Security Adviser and Office of Man- 
agement and Budget. It may also contain explicit program guidance 
regarding core programs that the SECDEF wants the services and 
DoD agencies to fund in the Program Objective Memorandums 
(POMs). 

Programming Phase 

The transition from the planning phase to the programming phase 
(from the SECDEF's perspective) falls somewhere between the is- 
suance of the DPG and the submittal of the POMs by the military de- 
partments and defense agencies in the spring. The POMs are the re- 
source programs that reflect the DPG and fiscal guidance. The POMs 
are reviewed by the Joint Staff and Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(OSD) to determine whether the programs meet the Secretary's guid- 
ance. The programming phase looks five to six years into the future. 

The Joint Staff's evaluation of the POMs appears in an internal doc- 
ument, the Chairman's Program Assessment (CPA). The CPA as- 
sesses the risks in the total force proposed by the services and de- 
fense agencies in their respective POMs. Included in the assessment 
is an evaluation of how well the POMs satisfy the requirements 
identified by the various Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs). 

OSD reviews the departments' POMs and the CPA. Based on these 
reviews, OSD raises "issues" if there are problems identified during 
the reviews. These problems are then discussed, debated, and re- 
solved within the Defense Planning and Resources Board, which 
consists of the SECDEF and selected high-level decisionmakers 
within OSD. Frequently, individuals (usually assistant secretaries 
and service chiefs) involved in a particular issue are asked to attend a 
specific session. Decisions on problem issues are published in the 
Program Decision Memorandum (PDM) issued by the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF). 
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Budgeting Phase 

The PDM marks the end of the programming phase and the begin- 
ning of the budgeting phase. The reality is that the services and 
agencies have already begun to build detailed budgets when they 
submit their POMs. After they receive the DEPSECDEF's program 
decisions, they must adjust their programs and budgets to conform 
to program decisions. Their programs and budgets are submitted to 
the OSD Comptroller in the form of Budget Estimate Submissions 
(BES), following which budget hearings are held. Major budget is- 
sues may be heard in a Defense Program Review Board (DPRB) 
Budget Review, with final decisions announced in a series of 
Program Budget Decisions (PBDs). The totality of the final PBDs, 
when used to revise the various BESs, becomes the President's bud- 
get for DoD, which is submitted to Congress. 

USSOCOM AND THE PPBS 

USSOCOM was created in 1986; its assigned mission is to support the 
unified and specified commands in missions such as anti-terrorism, 
personnel recovery, foreign internal development (FID), and human- 
itarian assistance (HA). The command has three components: Army 
Special Operations Command (ARSOC), Naval Special Warfare 
Command (NAVSPECWARCOM), and Air Force Special Operations 
(AFSOC). 

USSOCOM differs from other commands in two ways. First, it is the 
only command with its own budget. In the resource management 
arena, USSOCOM acts like a service. Like the services, USSOCOM is 
responsible for constructing a major force program (Major Force 
Program 11, or MFP-11) that forms part of DoD's biennial budget re- 
quest to Congress. By OSD direction, USSOCOM's research and de- 
velopment (R&D), procurement, and funding processes mirror those 
of the services. This means that USSOCOM must respond to fiscal 
and program guidance, propose programs in response to that guid- 
ance, and implement programs based on the SECDEF's direction. 
Second, USSOCOM has no specific regional responsibilities. It is a 
supporting command to the unified and specified commands; it is 
organized, equipped, and trained to provide a capability to different 
theaters. 
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These features make USSOCOM a unique participant in the DoD re- 
source management process. USSOCOM must define the regional 
requirements for Special Operations and translate those require- 
ments into capabilities that support Special Operations. These re- 
quirements must then be presented and justified to OSD and 
Congress. The command interacts with a variety of organizations in 
the development of its program. For instance, it must have strong 
ties to its internal organizations—the components and the combat- 
ant commands—in defining its missions and the requirements to 
perform them. Externally, the command must interact with the 
Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), 
and Congress. 

THE PROBLEM 

To be effective in the DoD resource allocation and management de- 
bate, USSOCOM must have a planning, programming, and budget- 
ing process that is consistent with DoD's PPBS framework and 
schedule. USSOCOM's resource management process must facili- 
tate the command's ability to articulate its resource capabilities 
during a period in which many of its warfighting and nonwarfighting 
missions have not been clearly defined. 

The issue for USSOCOM is how it can effectively participate in the 
total PPBS process, including both the formal and informal elements. 
Within USSOCOM, there is a concern that the current process will 
not provide a credible force development program or the "right" out- 
come. By "right" outcome, we mean a program that funds sets of ca- 
pabilities in support of USSOCOM's missions and is defensible and 
executable within the fiscal and program guidelines defined by the 
SECDEF. USSOCOM's current system is not sufficiently sophisti- 
cated and analytical to meet these criteria. 

With these concerns in mind, United States Commander-in-Chief, 
Special Operations Command (USCINCSOC) asked RAND to analyze 
current USSOCOM resource allocation and management, taking a 
broad view to include the PPBS process, and to propose improve- 
ments. 



Introduction and Approach 

STUDY APPROACH 

The research team began by evaluating how USSOCOM currently 
plans, programs, and budgets its resources. The emphasis was on 
the planning and programming functions. 

The team visited USSOCOM's components, key OSD personnel, and 
analytic tool builders, and interviewed the individuals involved in all 
aspects of the building, review, and implementation of the MFP-11 
program. In addition, the team reviewed internal memoranda, POM 
documents, and OSD and congressional guidance. 

From this analysis, we constructed a strawman template (see Figure 
3) that was used as the analytic framework to evaluate the current 
process. We then compared the current system and the ideal pro- 
cess. 

Since our ultimate objective was to support improvements in 
USSOCOM resource management decisions, we concentrated on 
USSOCOM's activities during the PPBS process, with particular em- 
phasis on the programming phase. 
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We concluded that any recommendations to USSOCOM for improv- 
ing resource allocation and management must contain the elements 
that DoD requires in the various PPBS phases—links from the na- 
tional security strategy down to specific military tasks. Furthermore, 
these elements must be credible, replicable, and easily audited. 

We also observed that various members of the Special Operations 
community lack a shared terminology for describing operations and 
resources. We attributed this deficiency to the newness of the com- 
mand. In defining and allocating the command's resources, all par- 
ticipants must work off the "same sheet of music." The absence of a 
consistent lexicon appeared to be a major hindrance to USSOCOM's 
resource management process. For instance, the command often 
views resources as individual items—personnel and equipment— 
rather than as groupings of critical resources that reflect the most ef- 
ficient means to accomplish a task. To capture the resources at an 
appropriate level of aggregation (so that trade-off analyses among 
different capability packages could be generated), we need consis- 
tent definitions of key terms for operational objectives, tasks, and re- 
sources. 

Our analysis led us to formulate three suggestions for improvement: 

1. Develop  linkages between  national  security objectives  and 
USSOCOM programs and resource needs. 

2. Change USSOCOM planning and programming processes, func- 
tions, and data structures in light of these linkages. 

3. Realign selected functions and organizational structures. 

This report will explore these recommendations in depth. Chapter 
Two presents a generic framework for accomplishing the link- 
ages we recommend and then applies it to USSOCOM's programs 
and resources. Chapter Three discusses suggested revisions to 
USSOCOM's PPBS process and functional realignments to support 
the changes. Chapter Four contains our conclusions. 



Chapter Two 

A FRAMEWORK FOR LINKING OBJECTIVES, TASKS, 
AND RESOURCES 

This chapter describes the basic framework—strategy-to-tasks—that 
we adapted to USSOCOM's resource management activities during 
the PPBS. We first describe the generic framework we identified for 
linking USSOCOM programs to higher-level national security goals; 
then we adapt the framework to USSOCOM's specific needs. 

THE RAND STRATEGY-TO-TASKS FRAMEWORK 

We concluded that USSOCOM needs a framework for planning, pro- 
gramming, and budgeting that would address the concerns we 
identified—the need for a hierarchy of linkages and a credible, repli- 
cable, and "open" POM-development process. We also concluded 
that attempts to instruct the command on the PPBS process were in- 
sufficient, for the PPBS is a global process that only identifies re- 
quired outputs according to an established schedule; what is needed 
is a process that is consistent with the PPBS, but also provides a 
structure that assists the USSOCOM staff in how to think about, de- 
velop options for, and then perform its resource allocation function. 
We concluded that simply providing a database or a support model 
was not the solution to the identified problem. Rather, what is 
needed is a methodology or framework that provides a structure with 
which to operate and perform all the functions required within the 
PPBS process, but that is specific to USSOCOM. 

The research team attempted to find a number of methodologies 
that would provide a framework for resource decisionmaking and 
allocation. The resource decision methodology had to provide a 
structured set of procedures that would discipline the command's 
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planning and programming process, provide a mechanism for 
USSOCOM planners and programmers to assess their resources at 
consistent levels of aggregation, and standardize the lexicon. We 
evaluated both the literature and current PPBS practices among 
OSD, defense agencies, and the services. 

No existing processes were found. The closest identifiable system 
was RAND's strategy-to-tasks framework, which, if used, would re- 
quire some modifications. The team decided to modify the existing 
framework so as to accommodate the unique aspects of USSOCOM's 
resource environment. 

The strategy-to-tasks framework, developed at RAND during the late 
1980s, is used by several DoD organizations.1 The framework is a 
decision support process for the planning and programming phases 
of the PPBS. It provides decisionmakers with an end-to-end concept 
of operations. If used correctly, it links resource decisions to specific 
military tasks that require resources, which in turn are linked hierar- 
chically to higher-level operational and national security objectives. 
The framework establishes the downward connection from strategies 
to programs and tasks as well as the upward connection from tasks 
up through strategies. 

Strategy-to-Tasks Hierarchies 

At the highest levels of the hierarchy, we consider national goals, 
which are derived from the U.S. heritage and are embodied in the 
U.S. Constitution. These do not change over time. The national 
goals form the basis for all U.S. statements regarding national secu- 
rity. See Figure 4. 

National security strategy is formulated at the executive branch. It 
embodies the nation's political, economic, military, and diplomatic 
activities to achieve U.S. wartime and peacetime national security 
objectives. National security objectives define what must be done to 
preserve and protect our fundamental principles, goals, and interests 

!See Glenn A. Kent, A Framework for Defense Planning, RAND, R-3721-AF/OSD, 
August 1989. The framework is in use by the Air Force, the Army, and elements of the 
Joint Staff. 
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with respect to threats and challenges. In contrast to national goals, 
national security objectives change in accordance with changes in 
the geopolitical environment. 

National military objectives are formulated by the SECDEF and the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The national military objectives 
define how the U.S. national security strategy will be supported mili- 
tarily. Collectively, they define the national military strategy, which 
identifies (at a high level) how the United States will respond to 
threats to its national security. 

Operational objectives define various military strategies. They de- 
scribe how forces will be used to support the national military objec- 
tives. They also define the military strategy for a particular region. A 
particular regional military strategy is defined within the framework 
of the national military strategy and from the SECDEF's and CJCS's 
guidance. Functional objectives (as shown in Figure 4) indicate the 
support activities necessary to sustain any military operation. 

Tasks, formulated by the CINCs, are the specific actions that must be 
taken to accomplish an operational objective. Each task is defined 
by an operational concept. An operational concept weaves together 
trie various systems, organizations, and tactics needed to accomplish 
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a particular task. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram identifying the key 
functional elements of a generic operational concept. The opera- 
tional concept is disaggregated into five elements: surveillance, as- 
sessment, battle control/dynamic control, mission preparation, and 
mission execution. Surveillance assets collect raw data on the ob- 
jects) of the task and relay the data—sometimes indirectly—to 
assessment centers, often called intelligence fusion centers. Such 
centers turn the raw data into information that can be easily used by 
various control elements and, in some cases, by operational units as 
they prepare for and carry out their missions. Control centers assign 
specific targets to attack platforms and may also provide real-time 
assistance in directing the platforms to their targets. Operational 
units engage in detailed mission planning and prepare the attack 
platforms and munitions. Finally, dedicated forces, sometimes with 
the aid of dynamic control elements, execute the mission. Mission 
execution generally involves three phases—move to engagement, 
engage, and return to base. 
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k. Operational 
units 
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Sensors/ 
facilities 

Data Assessment 
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Figure 5—Generic Operational Concept for Accomplishing a Stated 
Military Task 
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Adapting the Framework 

The next step was to apply the framework to USSOCOM. In doing so, 
we first plugged USSOCOM's specific objectives and tasks into the 
generic framework and related these to higher-level military and na- 
tional security objectives. Second, we extended the framework from 
the task level down to the resource level to link USSOCOM's re- 
quirements with the resources available to perform them. 

The main challenge in adapting the framework to USSOCOM was to 
extend the hierarchy of linkages from tasks down to resources. In 
previous work, the strategy-to-tasks framework had never been used 
as a context for resource allocation and management; it had been 
applied only to single systems. 

Another challenge centered on USSOCOM's size: because its force 
structure and budget are relatively small, USSOCOM defines its re- 
sources at detailed levels (single battalions, rifles, trucks, and so 
forth). It was therefore difficult to aggregate resources at a suffi- 
ciently high level (1) to conduct trade-off analyses among different 
resource packages for accomplishing a specific task, and (2) to enable 
the command to present its resource demands to OSD, the Joint 
Staff, and Congress at a level consistent with other DoD entities. This 
is particularly important in helping USSOCOM compete in the DoD 
resource debate. 

To overcome this difficulty, we added several resource-related 
columns to the framework so that resources could be aggregated (for 
trade-offs and for consistency with DoD perspectives) and disaggre- 
gated down to a level that USSOCOM deals with. The new columns 
are Special Operations Forces (SOF) employment tasks, force ele- 
ments, MFP-11 POM position, and MFP-11 Special Operations 
Decision Packages (SODPs). These columns and terms are defined 
and discussed in greater detail below. The completed framework 
provides a structure that captures all of USSOCOM's resources and 
links them from the national security strategy down to the specific 
resource decisions that make up the MFP-11 program. 
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THE USSOCOM STRATEGY-TO-TASKS FRAMEWORK 

Figure 6 shows the revised strategy-to-tasks framework as applied to 
USSOCOM. 

National Security Objectives 

The impetus for USSOCOM's goals as a command originates with 
U.S. national security objectives. These objectives support the na- 
tional goals as embodied in the Constitution. The national security 
objectives are found in the national security strategy of the United 
States.2 These objectives are based on the perceived goals, intents, 
and behaviors of potential adversaries and their capabilities to exe- 
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President George Bush, National Security Strategy of the United States, The White 
House, August 1991, pp. 3-4. 
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cute strategies that threaten our national security. As stated earlier, 
national security objectives change in response to the changing envi- 
ronment. The four major national security objectives are 

• survival of the United States 

• a healthy and growing economy 

• healthy, cooperative, and politically vigorous relations with allies 
and friendly nations 

• a stable, secure world, where political and economic freedom, 
human rights, and democratic institutions flourish. 

National Military Objectives 

Normally, national military objectives would be drawn directly from 
the national military strategy. Special Operations, however, also in- 
clude political and economic activities. For instance, the foreign in- 
ternal defense and peacekeeping missions must be coordinated with 
multiple non-DoD agencies (e.g., the U.S. Agency for International 
Development [USAID] and the State Department) and do not include 
direct military actions. To capture all the potential military objec- 
tives that could affect Special Operations, we examined documents 
and briefings from the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Special 
Operations and Low Intensity Conflict (ASD-SO/LIC), the State 
Department, and the Joint Staff.3 

The national military objectives as defined in the national military 
strategy are to 

• deter or defeat aggression in concert with allies 

• ensure global access and influence 

3See Colin L. Powell, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, National Military Strategy for the 
1990s, The Pentagon, January 1992; Peacetime Engagement Conference Report, 
sponsored by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low 
Intensity Conflict (ASD-SO/LIC), August 22, 1991; General Carl W. Stiner, 
"USCINCSOC's Strategic Perspectives Briefing," presented at USSOCOM 
Headquarters, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida, September 12, 1991; and Low Intensity 
Conflict Planner's Guide, Army-Air Force Center for Low Intensity Conflict, Langley Air 
Force Base, Virginia, September 1991. 
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• promote regional stability and cooperation 

• stem the flow of illegal drugs 

• combat terrorism. 

Using the national military strategy, we identified four SOF-specific 
military objectives. The rationale was to define sufficiently broad 
categories so as to capture all of USSOCOM's activities (both military 
and nonmilitary) and to be consistent with the broadly defined na- 
tional military objectives. The categories also had to fold in the 
strategic concepts as found in the national military strategy—deter- 
rence, force reconstitution, forward presence, and crisis response— 
that support the national military objectives. 

The SOF military objectives are (1) warfighting capability, (2) peace- 
keeping military activities, (3) national mission capability, and (4) 
support functions, which include research and development. 

Warfighting Capability. Inherent in the definition of warfighting ca- 
pability are deterrence and the ability to deploy forces throughout 
the world to show U.S. commitment and support of our allies. 
Warfighting capability also includes the ability to enhance regional 
stability and provide crisis response while promoting U.S. influence 
and access. Crisis response and power projection include the ability 
of the United States to respond rapidly to deter, and, if necessary, to 
fight unilaterally or as part of a combined effort. For USSOCOM, this 
means that it must maintain a credible capability to support the 
warfighting CINCs. 

Peacekeeping Military Activities include both warfighting and non- 
warfighting activities that contribute to the support of U.S. military 
strategic concepts. The category includes forward presence as em- 
bodied in (1) nation assistance and (2) security operations. 

Nation assistance entails U.S. political, economic, informational, and 
military actions that support a host nation's program to promote in- 
ternal development and growth of a nation's infrastructure. These 
actions are integrated through the U.S. ambassador's country plan, 
which is the political, social, and economic road map for U.S. assis- 
tance in a particular nation. The goal of nation assistance is to pro- 
mote long-term regional development, and thus stability. This 
includes   the   furtherance   of   democratic   governments,   viable 
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economies, and pluralistic societies. Nation assistance addresses the 
causes of instability in order to preempt the need for U.S. military 
intervention. 

Security operations encompass training or military involvement for 
U.S. forces and foreign nationals. The activities include the prepara- 
tion for the actual application of lethal force to achieve security ob- 
jectives. 

National Mission Capability/Crisis Action provides the U.S. National 
Command Authority with the offensive means to selectively respond 
to crisis situations at any time and place at which U.S. vital interests 
are threatened. In the case of Special Operations, it is the capability 
of a surgical military action. 

Support Functions encompass the full array of national systems that 
support SOF in the performance of its nonmilitary and military mis- 
sions. They include command, control, and communications sys- 
tems; national intelligence support systems; air and sea power pro- 
jection; and logistics. 

SOF Operational Objectives 

Operational objectives represent the CINC's vision and strategic 
perspective on how the various SOF assets could support the na- 
tional military objectives and the national security objectives. They 
are the link between higher-level national and military objectives 
and SOF-specific operations and the resources that support those 
operations. The operational objectives were derived from a variety of 
USCINCSOC references.4 

In all, we identified 24 operational objectives. These are subdivided 
among the SOF-specific national military objectives/categories of 
warfighting, peacekeeping engagement, national mission, and sup- 
port functions. 

Nine operational objectives fall in the warfighting category: 

4Doctrinal USSOCOM component references: "USCINCSOC Strategic Perspectives," 
"USCINCSOC Operational Concept," Peacetime Engagement Conference Report (ASD- 
SO/LIC); USCINCSOC's Strategic Perspectives briefings, Low Intensity Conflict 
Planner's Guide (Army-Air Force Center for Low Intensity Conflict), 1991. 
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Strategic agility—maintain a capability to assemble decisive force by 
rapid movement to wherever forces are needed. 

Contingency operations training—sustain a credible power projec- 
tion capability into vital regions and the capability to defeat or re- 
verse an adversary's initial conventional attacks. 

Forward basing— maintain judicious forward basing in support of 
U.S. interests. 

Training exercise deployments—conduct deployment exercises of 
varying duration in promotion of U.S. influence and access. 

Materiel prepositioning—preposition warmaking means at locations 
supportive of crisis response contingencies. 

Technological superiority—achieve and maintain preeminence in 
weapons and supporting systems that apply technology to special 
operations to offset potential adversaries' quantitative advantages, 
reduce risk to SOF personnel, and enhance the potential for swift, 
decisive termination of the conflict. 

Power projection—maintain the ability to project power, from both 
U.S. and forward-deployed locations, to respond rapidly to deter 
and, if necessary, to fight unilaterally or as part of a combined effort. 

Realistic, objectively measured training—maintain the ability to 
mobilize manpower; form, train, and field wholly new SO, psy- 
chological operations (PSYOPS), and civil affairs (CA) forces. 

Decisive force— maintain the ability to rapidly assemble the forces 
needed to win. The concept of applying decisive force is to over- 
whelm our adversaries and thereby terminate conflicts swiftly, with a 
minimum loss of life, and to activate the SOF-unique industrial base 
on the required scale. Employ the appropriate mix of heavy and light 
SOF plus reserve component elements. 
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Peacekeeping Military Activities 

Peacekeeping military activities have both military and nonmilitary 
operational objectives. Many operational objectives necessitate in- 
teractions with a variety of U.S. intergovernment agencies and host 
nation governments. The objectives are to alter the behavior of a 
host nation to prevent conflict and support U.S. regional policies. 
There are 11 operational objectives in this category: 

Foreign internal defense activities—conduct activities, in coordina- 
tion with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, in any of 
the internal development action programs taken by the host nation 
to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness, and in- 
surgency. 

Contingency operations (nonlethal)—conduct activities, in coordina- 
tion with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to sup- 
port the host nation during disaster relief operations and during 
nonlethal security assistance activities. These operations include 
other humanitarian assistance activities beyond disaster relief and 
nonlethal security assistance, such as medical assistance, infrastruc- 
ture development, and, when appropriate, PSYOPS. 

Peacekeeping operations—conduct activities, in coordination with 
other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to assist the host 
nation in the supervision of free territories, cease-fires, withdrawals 
and disengagement, POW exchanges, demilitarization and demobil- 
ization, and the maintenance of law and order. 

Anti-terrorism operations—conduct activities, in coordination with 
other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to support defen- 
sive measures taken to reduce the vulnerability of individuals and 
property to terrorism. 

Institutional development (as part of the Internal Defense and 
Development [IDADJ)—at the request of the host nation.  Conduct 

5USSOCOM uses terminology that is specific to the command. We attempted to bring 
the terminology as close as possible to that used by the broader community, but here 
again there is a great deal of inconsistency. For instance, the Air Force's SOF 
terminology is not always consistent with Army views. Differences between generally 
accepted terminology and that of USSOCOM are noted. 
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activities, in coordination with other U.S. and host nation govern- 
mental agencies, to assist in improving, restructuring, reinforcing, 
rebuilding, or establishing private and public sector institutions in 
the host nation to promote democratic values and market 
economies. 

Security assistance (noncombat)—conduct activities, in coordination 
with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to equip and 
train military forces and provide other defense-related services to the 
host nation in furtherance of U.S. national policies and objectives. 

Contingency operations (lethal)—conduct activities, in coordination 
with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to support 
training or action missions that require preparation for or actual 
application of lethal force to achieve security objectives, including 
show offeree, noncombatant evacuation operations, search and res- 
cue, attacks and raids, freedom of navigation and protection of 
shipping, operations to restore order, DoD support of counterdrug 
operations, and support to U.S. civil authorities. 

Counterterrorism operations—conduct activities, in coordination 
with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to prevent, 
deter, and respond to terrorism. 

Counterinsurgency operations—conduct activities, in coordination 
with other U.S. governmental and host nation governmental agen- 
cies, to prevent, deter, and respond to insurgent threats aimed at the 
overthrow of a constituted government. 

Support to counterdrug operations—conduct activities, in coordina- 
tion with other U.S. and host nation governmental agencies, to 
support the disruption, interdiction, or destruction of illicit drug 
activities. 

National Mission/Crisis Action 

This military objective focuses on the ability to conduct surgical 
strikes in those situations that threaten U.S. citizens or property. 
There is only one operational objective in this category: National 
Command Authority (NCA) crisis action—conduct highly sensitive 
special operations that require Presidential approval and congres- 
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sional oversight, are highly compartmentalized, and are centrally 
managed and controlled. 

Support Functions 

The support functions contain a wide variety of operational objec- 
tives, including command, control, communications, and intelli- 
gence (C3I), logistics, and research and development. We grouped 
the activities under two broad operational objectives: generic sup- 
port activities—support functions for all SOF operations; and Special 
Operations Research, Development, and Acquisition Council activi- 
ties—provide the means to maintain broad technological supremacy 
in those areas that support or could support special operations. 

SOF Operational Tasks 

SOF tasks (see the appendix for a complete listing) support the SOF 
operational objectives. An operational task is the SOF activity that 
must be performed to support one or more SOF operational objec- 
tives. The hierarchy also attempts to capture all of the discrete tasks 
that support an operational objective. For example, there are several 
less-recognized (but just as important) operational tasks that support 
SOF peacekeeping objectives. In addition to humanitarian assis- 
tance and infrastructure development, peacekeeping includes for 
USSOCOM special operations strategic reconnaissance, special op- 
erations search and rescue, and psychological and deception activi- 
ties—all of which must be considered in the building and funding of 
a complete USSOCOM peacekeeping capability. 

SOF Employment Tasks 

Employment tasks are the actions that must be performed in support 
of a complete operational task. For example, conducting PSYOPS 
and deception activities includes a number of employment tasks that 
are not normally considered until a complete operational task is to 
be funded. PSYOPS and deception activities include such diverse 
employment tasks as providing intelligence on internal and exter- 
nally controlled and funded terrorist activities, conducting PSYOPS 
to alter the attitudes of the sponsoring regime and indigenous popu- 
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lation toward the United States, and conducting information gather- 
ing and dissemination activities. 

An individual employment task may contribute to more than one 
operational task, and, in turn, an operational task may support more 
than one operational objective. This alteration to the generic strat- 
egy-to-tasks framework enabled us to eventually define a discrete set 
of tasks that contains all of USSOCOM's resources and tasks, en- 
abling USSOCOM decisionmakers to assess how their resources 
might be applied to more than one task. The ability to perform a task 
provides a complete SOF capability. The command, based on its re- 
source decisions, provides SOF capabilities to the warfighting CINCs. 

SOF Force Elements 

Force elements are the groups of resources (personnel, training, and 
equipment) needed to perform an employment task. Because many 
different types of force elements can be used to support a task, deci- 
sionmakers must choose the resource combinations that are most 
cost-effective in accomplishing a task. As new threats or missions 
emerge, new force elements may be defined to support the new op- 
erational objective and its associated tasks. 

Typical SOF force elements are Special Forces battalions, Ranger 
battalions, SEAL (Sea, Air, Land) platoons, AC-130 aircraft and crews, 
and PSYOPS battalions. SOF force elements are grouped together to 
form a Joint Special Operations Task Force (JSOTF). 

To provide a link to the MFP-11 program, we defined SOF force 
elements in two ways: (1) SOF force elements (resource linked), and 
(2) SOF force elements (service ordered). The resource-linked 
structure lists the resource packages needed to accomplish a task. 
Often these packages reflect the JSOTFs. Each JSOTF is task- 
organized so that it supports a specific task and operational objec- 
tive. This task organization is in effect an employment concept for 
how to apply special operations forces against a given threat or re- 
quirement. The service-ordered structure organizes resource pack- 
ages by components—Army, Air Force, Navy—the suppliers of the 
resources. This two-dimensional approach enables USSOCOM re- 
source managers to assess the mix of resources needed to accom- 
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plish a task and then to assess which component possesses the vari- 
ous resources. 

MFP-11 POM Position and MFP-11 Special Operations 
Decision Packages 

The MFP-11 POM position is another column that we added to the 
framework. The MFP-11 POM is a document that outlines the base- 
line USSOCOM program. It specifies the resources currently funded 
in the USSOCOM program. The MFP-11 POM column enables the 
resource managers to link a force element to the current program to 
assess how a particular resource is funded. Special Operations 
Decision Packages are programs funded by USSOCOM. However, we 
have recommended several changes to the SODP structure. 

Prior to the development of the strategy-to-tasks framework, the 
SODPs were used by USSOCOM to determine the funding for each 
equipment group and personnel. In the recommended framework, 
we are resourcing operational tasks; thus, the SODPs would function 
as "resource/decision buckets" for force elements. 

The linkage from the SODPs to the force elements and operational 
tasks up through to the national security strategy defines a clear 
"road map" that explicitly demonstrates a coherent relationship 
between USSOCOM's program and the national security strategy. 

Figure 7 illustrates an example of the linkages for one operational 
task, PSYOPS. Each block shows how the national security strategy is 
linked down to the force elements, and finally, how a PSYOPS capa- 
bility is resourced in the SODPs. 

There is now consistency across the hierarchy beginning at the high- 
est level and a funneling down to the actual force element resources 
in the SODPs. It has been difficult for USSOCOM to keep its re- 
sources defined at a sufficiently high level of aggregation so that re- 
source options can be debated. 
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RANDMfl«5-7 

Aid in combating threats to democratic institutions from 
aggression, coercion, insurgencies, subversion, terrorism, 

and illicit drug trafficking.  

Conduct security operations activities...the primary purpose of 
which requires the preparation for or actual application of 

lethal force to achieve security objectives.  

Conduct foreign internal defense activities in coordination 
with other government agencies in any of the action programs 
taken by another government to free and protect its society... 

Conduct PSYOPS—alter attitude of sponsoring regime 
and indigenous population toward U.S. interests 

PSYOPS assessment team 
PSYOPS task force 
PSYOPS task group 

3 XEC-130E Volant solo 
AFSOC composite package 

4th POG (AC) 
2d POG (RC) 
5th POG (RC) 
7th POG (RC) 
1st SOW (AC) 

193d SOG (NG) 
193d SOS (NG) 

Figure 7—Operational Road Map for PSYOPS Force Structure 



Chapter Three 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING USSOCOM'S 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

This chapter explores several implications for improving 
USSOCOM's resource management practices that emerged from our 
framework. We first flesh out the connections between the strategy- 
to-tasks framework and our concept of resource management. Next, 
in the context of our framework, we recommend specific changes in 
USSOCOM's internal PPBS processes. Finally, we identify organiza- 
tional restructuring needed to support these changes. This restruc- 
turing takes into account USSOCOM's request that our recommen- 
dations should (1) retain the participatory nature of the command; 
(2) minimize staff turbulence; (3) streamline functions; (4) support 
CINC decisionmaking; and, in particular, (5) support the CINC's in- 
teractions with the services, Joint Staff, OSD, and Congress. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF 
STRATEGY-TO-TASKS 

In the previous chapter, we provided a framework for link- 
ing USSOCOM's operational tasks, the force elements that per- 
form the tasks, and the resources from which force elements draw. 
The framework demonstrates a coherent relationship between 
USSOCOM's program and its objectives in light of the national secu- 
rity strategy. However, although we added resource elements to the 
framework, it was not (as we have noted) explicitly designed to sup- 
port resource management decisions. Therefore, in order to identify 
areas for improvement in USSOCOM's resource management prac- 
tices, we developed a concept of resource management consistent 
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with the framework that would allow us to look at USSOCOM's cur- 
rent practice and recommend improvements. 

The basic resource management task for USSOCOM's PPBS activities 
can be viewed as a problem of integrating the demand for resources 
(i.e., requirements for accomplishing operational and employment 
tasks, as linked by our framework to higher-level military and na- 
tional security goals) with the supply (i.e., resources for accomplish- 
ing tasks). 

This view of resource management can be overlaid onto the basic 
strategy-to-tasks framework as shown in Figure 8. 

For the purposes of planning, programming, and budgeting, the up- 
per levels of the hierarchy (shown on the upper left-hand side of 
Figure 10) can be viewed as unfunded resource demands. The lower 
levels of the hierarchy show available resources. Between, at the 
level of SOF operational tasks and force elements, supply and de- 
mand are integrated. By this, we mean that trade-offs can be gener- 
ated and assessed among alternative force options for accomplishing 
specific tasks. 

DEMAND 

I National     National        SOF 
i  security      military    operational 
'objectives  objectives   objectives 

Warfighting capability 

Peacekeeping military activities 

National mission capability 

R&D, support functions capability 

INTEGRATION 
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Force 

,,, elements 
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I 
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alternatives/ 
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structure 
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SUPPLY 
Major Force        Major Force   1 
Program 11 Program 11    j 

(POM develop (SODP       | 
FYDP) .decisions) 

1        Warfighting capability 
i 
i 
i 
] Peacekeeping military activities j 

■ 
■ 
!     National mission capability      j 
■ 

1 R&D, support functions capability ] 

Figure 8—Strategy-to-Tasks Framework with PPBS Framework 
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According to basic management principles, two criteria should gov- 
ern this integration.1 First, integration decisions must be indepen- 
dent: that is, organizations should be structured so that choices of 
resource mixes made by one element of the organization do not in- 
fluence choices made by other elements. Second, decisions must be 
separable: that is, certain functions must be considered indepen- 
dently in making resource allocation decisions; these entail (1) an 
estimation of desired capabilities, (2) an estimation of when the re- 
source will be available, and (3) a consideration of alternatives.2 

With these principles in mind, we defined an organizational struc- 
ture for USSOCOM resource management. For example, a 
USSOCOM component's resource choices should not influence the 
choices made by another component. Or, if they do, the influence on 
the affected unit or process must be acknowledged and understood 
by the resource integrators. Figure 9 shows the independence and 
separability criteria applied to the USSOCOM environment. The fig- 
ure illustrates that separability, as it pertains to USSOCOM, means 
that "demand" (the required capabilities) must be determined with- 
out regard to "supply" for the command to fulfill its various missions. 
Similarly, "supply" must define all available resources (such as per- 
sonnel, equipment, and training) that can potentially match the re- 
quired capabilities. A separate integration function then must weigh 
the demand against the available resources to determine the best 
mix of resources. This function serves as a "gatekeeper" between 
supply and demand. If this function is performed correctly, it should 
result in a balanced program. 

We next determine how this concept of demand, supply, and inte- 
gration mapped onto the various USSOCOM resource groups (see 

JWe have adapted these criteria from current doctrine in private-sector organizational 
theory. See George A. Steiner, Top Management Planning, MacMillan, NY, pp. 109- 
117. Also see William F. May, "Planning from the CEO's Point of View," speech before 
the National Society for Corporate Planning, Harvard Club, New York City, February 
20,1969; Handbook of Operations Research, Models and Applications, Joseph J. Moder 
and Salah E. Elmaghraby (eds.), Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 1970; and 
Herman Kahn, Alternative World Futures, Hudson Institute, Inc., HI-342-BN, April 4, 
1964. 
2These two criteria are essentially amalgams of the principles behind the GE business 
unit model of strategic planning. See May's speech and Moder, pp. 266-267. 
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Figure 9—A Notional Concept of USSOCOM Resource Management 

Figure 10). Directorates within the headquarters (shown on the 
right-hand side of the figure) are usually responsible for overseeing 
certain resources. The top of the figure shows the guidance that is 
received from such external organizations as OSD and CJCS. The 
left-hand side of Figure 10 shows the demand—all of the require- 
ments for the command to carry out its various missions: combat 
forces, support forces, operational tempo (OPTEMPO), concept and 
doctrine, etc. The upper right-hand side of the figure represents the 
supply—personnel, training, research and development (R&D), fa- 
cilities, logistics, etc. Part of the supply consideration is how these 
various suboptions are aggregated to a higher level (e.g., total force 
options). The center of the figure shows how the various elements of 
supply and demand (along with various other independent consid- 
erations) need to be integrated and developed into the USSOCOM 
program. 

In specifying functions within the new organizational structure, 
several attributes needed to be defined. It was clear, given the com- 
plexity of the USSOCOM resourcing environment, that all the key 
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USSOCOM players, including the components as well as the staff el- 
ements, had to participate. 

The structure was designed to address two problems. First, 
USSOCOM has difficulty responding to OSD guidance. The com- 
mand also must respond to a myriad of schedules, documents, and 
decision papers. There is also an informal process that is often 
equally important in that it is used to establish a command position 
or to define the exact course of the resource debate before the formal 
meetings. 

Second, within USSOCOM headquarters, the resource debate is often 
driven by service perspectives rather than by a command perspec- 
tive. Resources frequently are allocated based on a concept of "fair 
share" to each of the participating components, rather than by a 
consideration of changes in roles and missions, defined by cost-ef- 
fectiveness and efficiencies. This practice is reflected in the com- 
position of the resource panels and USSOCOM Decision Packages. 
The panels, which consist of groups that convene during the pro- 
gramming phase to debate and recommend funding priorities, are 
composed of colonels and lieutenant colonels from the USSOCOM 
staff. Special subject experts are often brought in from the compo- 
nents to serve on the panels. The panels perform what we would 
term an integration function. Programmatically, the resources are 
actually allocated (with funding put against them) within the SODPs, 
which are incorporated into the USSOCOM POM. The SODPs are the 
records of the funded USSOCOM programs. 

The structure that best fit our criteria and addressed the difficulties 
we identified was based on a strong integrator function within the 
command headquarters. It would be responsible for developing a 
balanced program (by integrating the requirements [demand] 
against the available resources [supply]). The integrator would be a 
"gatekeeper" who would provide alternatives and options to deci- 
sionmakers. 

This organizational structure would adhere to the rules of indepen- 
dence and separability to ensure that resource needs were objec- 
tively weighed. Also, no one participant could have a preponderance 
of influence in the resource debate. Another consideration in select- 
ing an organizational structure is that it must support the strategy- 
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to-tasks methodology by providing a clear audit trail tying specific 
resource decisions to high-level military and national security goals 
and supporting a credible, persuasive PPBS process. 

ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PPBS 
FUNCTIONS 

Once it was determined that this organizational concept was feasible, 
we examined how the various functions should be performed. We 
asked three questions: (1) Which staff elements should perform 
which functions? (2) What information is needed to support CINC 
decisionmaking at each stage of the PPBS? (3) Who should own the 
databases and analytical support tools? 

Figure 11 shows our concept of functional organization by staff ele- 
ment. The figure shows that some directorates function as both de- 
manders and suppliers. This does not violate our independence and 
separability criteria as long as the organization recognizes that these 
overlapping organizational functions need to be kept separate. 

RANDMR445-11 

Required 
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■ SOJ-5-F (Integrator) 

■ SOJ-3 

■ SOJ-6 

■ SOJ-9 

Prioritized matching of required 
and available capabilities 

• SOJ-5-F (Lead integrator) 

• SOJ-5 (Plans) 

• SOJ-8 (Databases; fiscally 
constrained planning; 
"what if?" options) 

Available 
resources 

• SOJ-8 (Integrator) 

• SOJ-1    • SOJ-4 

• SOJ-2    • SOJ-6 

• SOJ-3    • SOJ-9 

•SORDAC 
(Special Operations 
Research, Development, 
and Acquisition Council) 

Figure 11—Concept of Functional Organization by Staff Element 
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Adhering to USSOCOM's guidance that changes should minimize 
staff turbulence, we noted that several functions followed current or- 
ganizational structures; for instance, the demand side followed, for 
the most part, existing staff elements. SOJ-3 defines the operational 
requirements for the command. SOJ-6 is responsible for command, 
control, communications, computers, and information systems. In 
its role as a demander, it defines USSOCOM's C3I and computer de- 
mands. On the supply side, it draws support from the components 
and other agencies. We concluded that SOJ-5-F, Force De- 
velopment, could function as the demand-side integrator. This 
division would define the required capabilities (both warfighting and 
nonwarfighting) across the command in a more balanced manner 
than, for example, SOJ-3, who is primarily responsible for operational 
or warfighting requirements. 

We found that many demand-side organizations had management 
oversight of supply-side functions. This is the case with SOJ-1, SOJ-3, 
SOJ-6, and SOJ-9. For instance, SOJ-1 allocates personnel to meet 
the command's warfighting and nonwarfighting requirements, but 
the personnel are "owned" by the components. 

Because the components own most of the resources, the supply-side 
integrator must oversee not only the resources within headquarters, 
but also those owned by the components. The supply-side integrator 
must, therefore, interact between the components and members of 
headquarters staff. The components, on the other hand, need to in- 
teract not only with the USSOCOM headquarters but also with the 
various directorates within the components. Special Operations 
Research, Development, and Acquisition Council (SORDAC) is in- 
cluded in the supply side because it owns the R&D and acquisition 
management resources for the command. 

The integrator function ensures that available resources are evalu- 
ated against both required and prioritized requirements. The func- 
tion should change as one moves through the planning, program- 
ming, and budgeting phases. For instance, the preplanning and 
planning phases have few, if any, fiscal constraints; therefore, the 
SOJ-5-F oversees all of the planning function.3 

3The term force development includes all the major assets that are owned by a com- 
mand. For instance, personnel, equipment, logistics, training, and base installations 
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The integrator must also interact with the military departments to 
secure certain resources and capabilities. For instance, USSOCOM 
must negotiate lift capability with the Air Force. During the planning 
phase, SOJ-8 would support SOJ-5-F with the development of alter- 
native options. During the programming phase, however, SOJ-8 
would work closely with SOJ-5-F in the fiscally constrained planning 
and the "what if?" options. 

Figure 12 lists the major supply, demand, and integration functions 
by organization. This one-dimensional snapshot does not show how 
SOJ-5-F and SOJ-8 interactions would work through the various 
PPBS phases. For example, SOJ-5-F and SOJ-8 are both function in- 
tegrators during the programming phase; SOJ-5-F is the lead integra- 
tor, with SOJ-8 integrating the supply side and supporting SOJ-5 in 
the development of alternatives. 

RANDMR445-12 
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Figure 12—Concept of Organization: Integration Function for SOJ-5-F 

must all be considered. Eventually force structure considerations must include force 
mix. Costs are overlaid onto the entire analysis. 
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CINC Decisionmaking 

The CINC is ultimately responsible for resource management deci- 
sions. Since the strategy-to-tasks framework is a decision support 
system, we also used it to identify information the CINC had to give 
and receive through each resource planning and execution phase- 
interpreting the guidance, planning, programming, and budgeting. 
The strategy-to-tasks framework thus provides a structure by which 
to ensure that the appropriate information is supplied. 

This phase of the analysis identified only the key types of information 
that must be given within the command to be responsive to the 
PPBS's demands. Our goal was then to identify which directorates 
within USSOCOM could best support CINC decisionmaking through 
the various PPBS phases. 

Figures 13 through 16 show the levels of the strategy-to-tasks frame- 
work (left-hand side) and the information supplied to or provided by 
the key players during each PPBS phase.  The figures contain the 
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Figure 16—Budgeting Phase: USSOCOM Information Flows 

POM is developed by the staff and approved by the CINC. The staff is 
responsible throughout the programming cycle for developing a 
baseline program from which options are generated to define the 
best resource mix consistent with CINC priorities. The components 
also participate in the process: they comment on the various em- 
ployment concepts and develop options on how each employment 
concept might be resourced. The components, however, only pro- 
vide recommended options; they are not responsible for determining 
which options should be selected. 

During the budgeting phase, earlier program choices or modifica- 
tions directed by the CINC are worked out in greater detail. See 
Figure 16. CINC staff is responsible for defining the selected options 
in greater detail, including cost and an assessment of operational ef- 
fectiveness. During this phase, the CINC also begins to prepare 
his spring congressional testimony that presents and justifies 
USSOCOM's program. 
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The analysis suggested that the USSOCOM organizational structure 
should provide the CINC with the right set of information in a timely 
manner consistent with the schedule and the agenda set by the PPBS 
and supported by the strategy-to-tasks framework. The organiza- 
tional structure also must preserve the participatory nature of the 
existing USSOCOM organization. Staff functions need to be struc- 
tured so as to provide the CINC with a balanced picture of his re- 
sources and the trade-offs that could be made. The organization 
should be able to anticipate DoD guidance rather than merely react 
to changes. The components, schools, and Special Operations 
Commands (SOCs) have to be able to fully participate in the process, 
but at the appropriate level and in a disciplined manner. They 
should receive the program guidance early and have well-defined 
mechanisms for allowing their opinions and alternatives to be shared 
through each PPBS phase. The headquarters' staff should be respon- 
sible for putting the final program together and for making sure that 
the CINC can justify his resource choices to OSD, the Chairman, and 
ultimately to Congress. If these challenges could be overcome, the 
structured process could also fulfill unstructured (crisis) decision- 
making needs. 

Staff Functions During the PPBS 

Our analysis of CINC decisionmaking leads to a notional concept of 
how the staff functions might work through the various phases of the 
PPBS. The concept is shown in Figure 17. The shaded areas show 
the key integration functions through the various stages of the pro- 
gram-build cycle. The top portion of the figure shows the various 
functions through the PPBS phases. SOJ-5-F is the lead integrator, 
but shares programming responsibilities with SOJ-8. In the early 
stages of the planning phase, SOJ-5-F is responsible for the develop- 
ment of the plan; it also works with SOJ-8 to review fiscal constraints 
that should be imposed. As the command undergoes the transition 
from the planning to the programming phase, SOJ-8 is responsible 
for overlaying the fiscally constrained planning factors onto the anal- 
ysis. SOJ-5-F, during this phase, plays a supporting role, providing 
key inputs and integration guidance. The transition from the pro- 
gramming phase to the budgeting phase sees SOJ-5-F and SOJ-8 
share the  responsibility of monitoring the  approved program. 
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Program disconnects are identified with the help of SOJ-8 and its an- 
alytic support tools. But SOJ-5-F and SOJ-8 together coordinate and 
develop a plan for monitoring implementation of the approved pro- 
gram. SOJ-8, on the other hand, ensures that the components/SOCs 
have been informed about the contents of the program. It also over- 
sees the actual assemblage of the program and its execution. 

USSOCOM also requested that we provide some structure for a pro- 
cedure for interacting with the components. The shaded areas on 
the figure show how the directorates responsible for supplying in- 
formation during each PPBS phase interact. For instance, SOJ-5-F 
acts as the lead integrator through the planning phase. As the com- 
mand enters the programming phase, SOJ-8 becomes critical, work- 
ing in conjunction with SOJ-5-F. But as one moves from the pro- 
gramming to the budgeting phase, SOJ-8 is responsible for the actual 
building of the MFP-11 program. Once this is completed, SOJ-5-F, 
along with SOJ-8, supports the CINC in the justification of 
USSOCOM's program before Congress. SOJ-8 continues to monitor 
the execution of the approved program. The figure also shows how 
the other USSOCOM directorates provide information to SOJ-5-F 
and SOJ-8 in support of the USSOCOM program. 

The next step in the analysis was to "game" the interactions among 
the USSOCOM program planners. Particular attention was paid to 
interactions between the USSOCOM staff, the components, and the 
SOCs. We assessed the information flows over time and the informa- 
tion needed from phase to phase, as shown in Figure 18. For exam- 
ple, the program review cycle informs the components and SOCs of 
the alternatives under consideration and the priorities. The selected 
alternatives ultimately result in an SOF program and, finally, in the 
program execution. The components and SOCs participate, but the 
USSOCOM staff is in charge of the overall process and determines its 
final configuration. We refer to this as a "structured dialogue," be- 
cause the components/SOCs participate in the process, at an appro- 
priate level. 

The components and SOCs are particularly important in the devel- 
opment of various employment concepts. They provide a source for 
the command to pose excursions from the current employment con- 
cept for assessment by the components. It is the responsibility, how- 
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ever, of the command staff to weigh the options and make the final 
decision. 

The USSOCOM staff (primarily SOJ-8) also is responsible for notify- 
ing the components of current and potential program disconnects. 
Here again, SOl-8 would request that the components provide op- 
tions for how the disconnects would be remedied. 

Resource Decision Panels 

Critical to our recommended concept of organization are changes to 
the resource decision panels. Under the current structure, individual 
systems or capabilities are resourced through the SODP panels. The 
panels are aligned according to broad command requirements: 
mobility/force structure (Red Panel), equipment and support (Gold 
Panel), military construction (Blue Panel), and Special Access 
Programs (Black Panel). 

The strategy-to-tasks methodology emphasizes the need to "resource 
a concept," which means that operational concepts (i.e., the end-to- 
end accounts of how particular tasks will be accomplished) should 
be funded through capabilities packages. See Figure 19. Capabilities 
packages should reflect the most cost-effective means of accomplish- 
ing a task. A capabilities package is a combination of different com- 
ponents' resources. An operational concept must also consider non- 
SOF assets. For instance, lift is not an MFP-11-unique capability, but 
is critical to the execution of most SOF missions. It therefore has to 
be considered in the development and funding of a capabilities 
package in support of an employment/operational concept. 

We recommend that USSOCOM reorganize its panels according to 
the operational objectives as laid down in the strategy-to-tasks 
framework. The panel and SODP managers should reside in J8 since, 
during the programming phase, this organization does the fiscally 
constrained planning and costs the resources through the panels and 
the SODPs. Figure 20 shows our notional concept of how the panels 
might be linked to employment/operational concepts, which in turn 
would result in the funding of capabilities packages. Our concept 
shows that even within the panel structure supply, demand, and in- 
tegration functions are kept separate, thus enabling the "demanders" 
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RANDMFM45-I9 

Notional 
operational 

concept 

Figure 19—Resourcing a Concept: Operational Concept 

of resources to debate with the "suppliers" over the best resource 
mixes. In our concept, the panels are organized along the major op- 
erational objectives; the panels include both warfighting and non- 
warfighting objectives. Capability defines the panels, but there must 
still be SODP managers to provide the crosswalk to capabilities that 
demand the same resources. This is also (notionally) shown by the 
arrows in Figure 20. 

ANALYTIC CAPABILITIES AND TOOLS TO SUPPORT THE 
PROCESS 

We were asked by the USSOCOM staff to provide a brief analysis of 
the analytic capabilities and tools necessary to support our recom- 
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SOF Operational Objectives 

Warfighting 
Strategic agility 
Contingency operations training 
Forward basing 
Training exercise deployments 
Materiel prepositioning 
Technological superiority (fielding) 
Power projection 
Realistic, objectively measured training 
Decisive force 

Peacekeeping Military Activities 
Nation assistance: 

Foreign internal defense 
Contingency operations 
Peacekeeping operations 
Anti-terrorism activities 
Institutional development activities 
Security assistance activities 

Security operations activities: 
Foreign internal defense 
Contingency operations 
Counter-terrorism 
Support to insurgencies 
Support to counter-drug operations 
Security assistance activities 

National Missions 
National missions 
"Other missions" 

R&D, Support Functions 
Technological superiority (RDA) 
Support functions 
SOF logistics functions 

MMOMR44S-20 

Demand 
(J5-F) Supply 

Capability (J8) 
Panel Integration       SODP 

Manager (J5-F) Manager 

J3 J5 J2.J3.J4.J6 
J3 J5 J2.J3.J4.J6 
J3 
J3 

J5^^- J3,J6,J9 
J5^— J3.J4.J9 

J3 J5V J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5   \ J4, SORDAC 
J3 J5 \      J3.J4 
J3 J5 J3.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J3.J4.J6.J9 

J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2.J4.J6.J9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 

J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 
J3 J5 J2,3,4,6,9 

SORDAC J5 J2.J3.SORDAC 
J1,2,3,4,etc. J5 J1.J4.J6.J8 

J4 J5 J4.J8 

Figure 20—Linking Panels to Operational Concepts and SODPs 
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mended concept of operation. We concentrated on the tools that 
would support a decision support system like strategy-to-tasks as 
well as the force structure development process. 

The most important analytic requirement for USSOCOM is the abil- 
ity to accommodate and integrate data sets. The SOF analysts need 
access to all major data sets that make up and influence their pro- 
gram. Such a capability would facilitate common levels of aggrega- 
tion of data and terminology and, most important, an ability to par- 
ticipate. The OSD databases are critical to the development of SOF 
program elements. The services' data provide information concern- 
ing the development of SODPs. Also important is USSOCOM's abil- 
ity to use the Joint Operational Planning and Execution System 
(JOPES), which contains the joint command and control information 
for conventional operation planning and execution. JOPES ad- 
dresses such issues as mobilization, deployment, employment, and 
sustainment. It is designed to support commanders and planners at 
national, theater, and supporting levels.4 This system is critical to 
USSOCOM's accomplishing its joint operational planning. It links 
SOCOM's planning and programming functions with the OSD and 
service databases. 

Another required analytic capability is the command's ability to 
simulate/model force capability using component input. This is 
critical for converting service-unique structures into joint concepts. 

The command should obtain from the services as many relevant 
models as possible to allow the command to look at options and al- 
ternatives, and to exercise them in the joint-oriented environment. 
Particular attention should be paid to costing and cost-forecasting 
models, because the services often use different costing methods. In 
addition, the command should import from the services any quick 
"what if ?" cost and capabilities analytic tools. 

"■Army Command and Management:  Theory and Practice, Department of the Army, 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Penn., 1991-1992. 



Chapter Four 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This project's goal was to assist USSOCOM in improving its resource 
allocation and management process. The application of a modified 
strategy-to-tasks framework provides the command with a well-de- 
fined resource decision support process that can assist it in its inter- 
nal resource debate and decisions. The framework also provides a 
structure with which it can justify the MFP-11 program to the OSD, 
CJCS, and Congress. 

The strategy-to-tasks framework is designed to assist USSOCOM in 
the development of its POM. The methodology does not replace 
good analysis and decisionmaking, but rather facilitates it. The 
framework must be supported by both well-trained analysts and 
comprehensive analytic tools—cost databases, simulations, capabil- 
ities models, and the like. If implemented, it could improve the 
command's ability to participate in all phases of the PPBS, thereby 
enhancing its POM-development process. The matrix enables the 
POM-development process to be disciplined and compliant with all 
the PPBS elements. In the planning phase, the framework requires 
that the national goals, national security strategy, and national se- 
curity objectives be linked. The USSOCOM analyst (in the planning 
directorate) assesses whether the national security strategy and ob- 
jectives have changed from the current baseline framework. If they 
have changed, the first three left-hand columns are revised to reflect 
those changes. This signals to the USSOCOM POM developers that 
there are possible changes in how USSOCOM might want to allocate 
its resources. 

47 
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The transition from the planning phase to the programming phase 
necessitates an assessment of how changes in the national security 
strategy and objectives have affected SOF operational and employ- 
ment tasks. Changes in the SOF operational and employment tasks 
could then affect the force elements needed to carry out a task (or 
tasks). Such changes require the USSOCOM programmers to revise 
existing force elements or to develop new ones. The combinations of 
force elements then become the options that are considered in the 
POM panel deliberations of what should be funded. Funding deci- 
sions would be shaped by the CINC's relative priorities for the op- 
erational tasks. 

In the budgeting phase, the strategy-to-tasks process continues to 
necessitate that final resourcing decisions be based on the com- 
mand's ability to provide capabilities derived from its operational 
concepts rather than from the funding of individual items—guns, 
trucks, SEAL teams, and the like. The framework thus provides a 
traceable audit trail from national security and military strategies 
through operational concept to force elements. 

Although adherence to the proposed framework does not provide a 
panacea for all of the command's difficulties in developing the POM, 
it does address several of the issues that USSOCOM (and its compo- 
nents) raised with RAND at the outset of this work. For instance, it 
does not solve the problem that USSOCOM must have a headquar- 
ters staff that is trained in the PPBS process; it does, however, pro- 
vide the staff with a road map of what must be done within each 
phase of the PPBS—by filling out the matrix. The matrix disciplines 
the process of generating options at each phase; it does not ensure 
the quality of those options, for that is a function of the staff and the 
analytic support tools that it has available to it. Strategy-to-tasks also 
fosters operationally oriented statements to the CJCS, SECDEF, and 
Congress concerning SOF capabilities; it does not, however, ensure 
that USSOCOM will obtain all of its demanded resources, for that is a 
function of which other demands are being placed on OSD and 
Congress. The framework, however, can assist USSOCOM in better 
posturing itself to defend its resources; USSOCOM resource de- 
mands are presented and justified within the context of the national 
security strategy and linked to sets of capabilities that are used to 
support multiple or highly specialized missions. 
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The framework will provide an audit trail of not only what was 
funded by USSOCOM, but also what has been traded away in the 
near, mid, and long term. This knowledge is important because the 
DoD resource decision process now requires that one justify not only 
the programs that the command wishes to fund, but also those that it 
has chosen not to fund. The framework enables USSOCOM to revisit 
its resource decisions. 

A final caution in undertaking the implementation of the proposed 
process is in the use of consistent operational terms and concepts. 
USSOCOM combines the talents and experiences of many diverse 
and, at times, divergent viewpoints and perspectives. The most rele- 
vant elements to SOF planning and programming are the viewpoints 
of USCINCSOC, the CJCS, and ultimately, the SECDEF. It is within 
this context that USSOCOM must compete with the services and 
other CINCs for resources. SO doctrinal discipline and a shared un- 
derstanding of a philosophy for SOF operational employment are es- 
sential for the most effective application of the taxonomy. Useful 
discourse within USSOCOM during force planning and program de- 
velopment as well as during the defense of the CINCs program deci- 
sions depends upon the precise, commonly understood meaning of a 
validated set of operational terms. It is imperative that the 
USSOCOM staff provide the unifying taxonomy for the discourse of 
SOF issues. The proposed framework provides a useful baseline in 
this effort. 

This study makes several organizational and functional recommen- 
dations for USSOCOM. We believe that these recommended 
changes will assist in the development of a credible USSOCOM pro- 
gram. The analysis was shaped by an attempt to establish standard 
organizational structures drawn from case studies and by the guide- 
lines USSOCOM requested. The RAND-recommended organiza- 
tional structure is consistent with the strategy-to-tasks methodology. 
The key recommendations to USSOCOM are to: (1) retain the partic- 
ipatory nature of the command, (2) minimize staff turbulence, (3) 
streamline functions, (4) support CINC decisionmaking by having a 
staff organized in such a way as to provide him advice, options, and 
alternatives, and (5) organize the staff so that it can support the 
CINCs ability to justify USSOCOM's resources to the services, the 
Chairman, OSD, and Congress. 
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Efficiency underlines the fundamental objective in our organiza- 
tional and functional scheme—to conserve staff and analytic re- 
sources. There cannot be any risk of misinterpretation of informa- 
tion requested of the command, by the command, and within the 
command. The "structured dialogue" approach minimizes this risk 
by defining by phase the general types of data needed to be supplied 
or given to the various organizational entities in order to build and 
justify USSOCOM resources. It also ensures that the components re- 
ceive the appropriate guidance and actively participate in the re- 
source decisionmaking. The strong integrator function ensures that 
there will be institutional memory and (via the strategy-to-tasks) that 
over time there is a consistent record of decisions. 

Since this analysis was undertaken, USSOCOM has adopted elements 
of the strategy-to-tasks framework. It has used the framework to 
develop linkages from the national security strategy to its resources; 
the command has moved to the concept of resourcing capabilities 
rather than individual items. Up to this point, however, systematic 
adoption of the framework has been slow, as it requires the 
organizational restructuring presented here. 

USSOCOM's 1992 reorganization adopted many of RAND's organi- 
zational recommendations. The organizational structure did not, 
however, have the strong integrator function recommended by 
RAND. The CINC warfighting function was strengthened through 
the development of a strong Directorate of Operations (J-3). The 
Plans and Force Structure Directorate (J-5) was redefined and 
became (briefly) the Strategy/Plans Directorate (J-5/7). The roles of 
15 were refocused on planning, and J-8 handles only programming 
issues during the programming phase. Thus, J-3 has become the 
integrator of the "demand" side, but there was no strong integrator 
for the "supply" side. Under the new structure, supply-side concerns 
are the responsibility of the panels. 

Currently USSOCOM is undergoing another reorganization, with the 
goal of rebalancing the staff functions between the "supply" and 
"demand" functions and the development of a strong integrator 
function, as originally proposed by RAND. As of this writing, the re- 
organization has not been fully implemented. It will now be under- 
taken in parallel (and consistent) with the implementation of the 
fully accepted strategy-to-tasks methodology. 



Appendix 

SOF OPERATIONAL TASKS 

WARFIGHTING CAPABILITY 

Strategie Agility 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Military Deception Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

CA-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 
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• CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

• CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

Contingency OPS Training 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Military Deception Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

CA-Support Batdefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

CA-Exercise Temporary Executive, Legislative, and Judicial 
Authority Over Occupied Territory (Military Government) 
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Forward Basing 

SO-Unconventional Warfare 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO-Security Assistance 

SO - Countemarcotics 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Countemarcotic Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense,  Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Operations 
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• CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

• CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

• CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

• CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

• CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

• CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Activities 

• CA-Support Countemarcotic Operations 

• CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

• CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Training Exercise Deployments 

SO-FID 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO-Security Assistance 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support  of Foreign  Internal  Defense,   Counter- 
insurgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Information and Counterdisinformation Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 
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PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Activities 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

CA-Support of Battlefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Materiel Prepositioning 

SO-Unconventional Warfare 

SO-FID 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO-Security Assistance 

SO-Countemarcotics 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation Op- 
erations 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 
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PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Operations 

CA-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

CA-Support Counternarcotic Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Technological Superiority 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Counternarcotics 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 
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PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Counternarcotic Operations 

PSYOPS-Information and Counterdisinformation Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Military Deception Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Activities 

PSYO PS-Special Psychological Activities 

CA-Support Counter- and And-terrorism Operations 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

Power Projection 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO - Counternarcotics 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Military Deception Operations 
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PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

CA-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

Realistic, Objectively Measured Training 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Counternarcotics 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Prisoner of War Operations 

PSYOPS-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil /Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

CA-Exercise Temporary Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Au- 
thority Over Occupied Territory (Military Government) 

Decisive Force 

• SO-Unconventional Warfare 

• SO-Direct Action 
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SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Military Deception Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

PEACEKEEPING MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

Foreign Internal Defense Activities 

SO-FID 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO - Security Assistance 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense, Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Activities 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 
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PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYO PS-Special Psychological Activities 

PSYOPS-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

PSYOPS-Support of Prisoner of War Operations 

CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Contingency Operations 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO-Security Assistance 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian and Disaster Relief Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYO PS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 
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• CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

• CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

• CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

• CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

• CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

• CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

• CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Peacekeeping Operations 

SO-Unconventional Warfare 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense, Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 
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PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Operations 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Anti-Terrorism Activities 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Special Psychological Activities 

CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 
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CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Institutional Development Activities 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO-Security Assistance 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian and Disaster Relief Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Security Assistance Activities (Nonlethal) 

• SO-FID 

• SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

• SO-Security Assistance 
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PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense, Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Information and Counterdisinformation Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Activities 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Foreign Internal Defense Activities 

• SO-Unconventional Warfare 

• SO-Direct Action 

• SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 
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SO-FID 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense, Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Prisoner of War Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

PSYOPS-Special Psychological Activities 

CA-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Activities 

CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

Contingency Operations 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Prisoner of War Operations 

CA-Support Battlefield/General Purpose Activities 
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• CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

• CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

• CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

• CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Counterterrorism Activities 

SO-Direct Action 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO - Counterterrorism 

SO-Search and Rescue 

SO-Anti-terrorism and Other Security Activities 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Counterterrorist Operations 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

CA-Support Counter- and Anti-terrorism Operations 

Support to Insurgencies 

• SO-Unconventional Warfare 

• SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

• SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

• SO-Security Assistance 
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SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-National Strategic Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Information and Counterdisinformation 
Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense, Counterin- 
surgency, and Insurgency 

PSYOPS-Provide Psychological Assessments 

PSYOPS-Information and Counterdisinformation Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Foreign Internal Defense and Insurgency/ 
Counterinsurgency Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Public Affairs Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Unconventional Warfare 

PSYOPS-Special Psychological Activities 

CA-Support Battiefield/General Purpose Activities 

CA-Support Security Assistance Programs 

CA-Foreign Internal Defense 

CA-Support Military Civic Action Programs 

CA-Support Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
Operations (as requested by the Department of State and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development) 

CA-Support Unconventional Warfare Operations 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 
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Support to Counterdrug Operations 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Counternarcotics 

SO-Special Activities 

CA-Support Counternarcotic Operations 

CA-Support DoD Assistance to Domestic Civil Sector 

CA-Reinforcement or Restoration of Civil/Indigenous Govern- 
ment Administration in Friendly Territory 

Security Assistance Activities 

SO-Unconventional Warfare 

SO-Strategic Reconnaissance 

SO-FID 

SO-Humanitarian Assistance 

SO - Security Assistance 

SO-Special Activities 

PSYOPS-Support of Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, and 
Special Reconnaissance 

PSYOPS-Support of Contingency Operations 

PSYOPS-Support of Security Assistance Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Noncombatant Programs 

PSYOPS-Support of Prisoner of War Operations 

CA-Support Peacetime Contingency Operations 

CA-Support Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 
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NATIONAL MISSION CRISIS ACTION 

National Command Authority (NCA) Crisis Action Activities 

• SO-Direct Action 

• SO-Counterterrorism 

• SO-Special Activities 

• PSYOPS-Special Psychological Activities 

SORDAC ACTIVITIES 

Technological Superiority (Selected Supremacy) 

• Conduct infiltration/exfiltration (air/land/sea) research, devel- 
opment, and acquisition activities 

• Conduct communications and intelligence research, develop- 
ment, and acquisition activities 

• Conduct arms and ammunition research, development, and ac- 
quisition activities 

• Conduct unit equipment research, development, and acquisition 
activities 

GENERIC SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 

Support Function Capability 

Communication support 

Intelligence support 

Information campaign support 

Force protection support 

Force sustainment support 

Liaison support 

Advisory assistance support 

Intercultural communications support 
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Interoperability support 

Mobilization assistance support 

Resources control support 

Sustainment training support 

Coalition training support 

Security training support 

Funding support 
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